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    Interlocking
  Diagram Books

Interlockings, block stations, signals, and track
arrangements are exceptionally detailed in these

books, issued by the signal departments, many having
long fold-out pages.  ENTIRE systems, regions,

divisions, or districts are highlighted, showing the areas of each
inter-locking.  "Automatic Signal Plans" are similar in detail, but in

contrast, ASP's show continuous line segments.  Interlocking
books include misc. information on track arrangements, inter-

lockings, stations, crossings, etc.  (A) = Loose-leaf sheets.  (B) =
Some or all of the sheets contained in the book may unfold

continuously as very long and wide fan-folds.

    Right-Of-Way
  & Station Maps

These are among the most detailed of any type of
map available. Tremendously detailed overviews
of trackage, railroad & non-railroad structures, land,

property lot lines, roads, shippers, and the areas in
general.  Most are very long & wide, folded in sections like an

average road map, or rolled in a long, continuous strip.

BALTIMORE & OHIO:

 

These are very large "Right-Of-Way And Track Map"s, roughly 5 feet x 2
feet each, original, in whiteline ink.  Each one is rolled and contained
within it's own original cardboard storage tube with nailed wooden tube
ends.  The tubes themselves are fairly dirty, but contents are very good to
excellent.  Originally drawn in 1918, and revised through the dates shown
below.  Each map beautifully detailed .............................. See prices below:

The following B&O are in "blueline" ink, not in any storage tubes like the
ones above.  Originally drawn in the 1910's, revised through the dates
below.  Unlike the ones above, the following are being sold as sets:

CHICAGO BURLINGTON & QUINCY:

These are the MASTER station plat scroll drawings the railroad made the
original prints from, hand-drawn in ink on vellum, not paper.  Erased lines
of former trackage are clearly visible from the revision process, a feature
not seen on regular prints.  Dates are as follows:  1910 in "1910-60" indi-
cates the ACTUAL age of the scroll.  The -60 indicates the latest revision
added to the scroll since the issue date.  1 - 2.5 feet wide by SEVERAL
feet long .......................................................................................... $20 each:

superior to any track chart.  The detail of these is absolutely amazing!  Displayed on
an enormous scale of 7+ inches = 1 mile.  Bridge details, signal types, all yard & side
tracks, curves, gradients, station outlines, etc., right down to the details of individual
steps leading up to platforms!  Far superior to most comparable plans from other
roads:
   

NYNH&H 1964-69 WOODLAWN - BOSTON Line .......... (Bpc)...315 pages...$42.
  

 

PENNSYLVANIA RR "Signal Chart" Fan-Folds:  "Signal
Charts" of the PRR are very similar to PRR fan-fold track charts, with much of the
same information, plus added signaling detail, and with a larger scale.  Mileposts are
spaced 3 to 6 inches apart, allowing for much more detail, as opposed to the
standard one inch of regular track charts.  The following is a bound photocopy of the
original fan-fold:
   

PRR 1952 PANHANDLE Div:  MAIN LINE .................... (A,Bpc)...62 pages...$28.

    

  

    

  

AMTRAK 1989 NEW YORK Div .............................................. (Xlbpc)...26p...$22.
LIRR 1968 SYSTEM Lines ....................................................... (Xlbpc)...33p...$25.
  

MILWAUKEE ROAD 1900-31 SYSTEM Lines.  This outstanding publication fea-
tures the Milwaukee Road's official collection of interlocking diagrams from the
early 1900's, all beautifully illustrated, as issued by the signal department.  Nearly
200 locations are shown, spanning an enormous chunk of the US, from Washing-
ton to Indiana.  Most of the diagrams bear revision dates in the 1915-20 period,
with some earlier from the 1900's, and some later ones up to 1931.  The majority
of these show interlockings of the Milwaukee with other railroads, and there are a
number of diagrams involving bridges over the Mississippi and other rivers.  A
number of very complicated diagrams are included, some with towers controlling
crossings of street railways in the Chicago area.  Tremendous detail on surround-
ing trackage, types of signals, facilities, stations, platforms, and towers, with infor-
mation revealing the interlocking builder company names, dates put in service, and
specific contract details pertaining to each one.  A 2-part index lists each interlock-
ing alphabetically, then breaks them up by division, identifying very unusual turn-
of-the-century divisions.  Whiteline format ............................. (Wli,Bpc)...355p...$42.
   

NJT 1990's SYSTEM Lines ....................................................... (Bpc).....50p...$25.
   

NY&LB 1906 AUTOMATIC BLOCK AND INTERLOCKING SIGNALS.  This is a
1975 high-quality reprint of a 1906 booklet, reprinted by the “Railroadians of
America”.  It’s basically an interlocking rules book, but it doubles as an “interlocking
diagram book” with it’s several diagrams of NY&LB interlockings, plus an “automatic
signal plan”, with a large fold-out signal track diagram in the rear.  Semaphore
diagrams are shown in color in the rules section.  Red-burgundy marbled cardstock
cover ........................................ (B,Reprint - not a photocopy)...4"x6.75"...58p...$38.
   

PENNSYLVANIA RR "Junctions" Book:    This seems to be
yet another forerunner of standard PRR interlocking books (listed further below) of
later years.  This is one of the most unusual interlocking plan books I’ve seen, with
an extremely stylish cover.  It shows detailed vicinity plans for each junction along
the C&C Division and CT&D RR:
   

PRR 1904-07 C&C Div. and CT&D RR ................................ (Wli,Bpc)...52p...$28.
  

PENNSYLVANIA RR "Signal Rules" Book:     In what seems
to be the forerunner of standard PRR interlocking books (listed further below) of later
years, this classy little diagram / rule book (listed below in all bold) contains signal
rule instructions for a variety of signals in the first half of the book, and a large
number of terrific interlocking track diagrams in the rear, identifying towers and
various types of signals and their locations, such as "Banner Block", "Through
Route", "Diverging Route”, etc.:
   

PRR 1893 PITTSBURGH Div .................................................... (Bpc)...45p...$18.
  

Standard PRR Interlocking Books follow...

PRR 1949 PITTSBURGH & MONONGAHELA Divs .............. (Wli,Bpc)...64p...$28.
PRR 1957 CANTON Dist ...................................................... (Wli,Bpc)...67p...$28.
PRR 1959 SUSQUEHANNA Dist ................... (B,Wli,Org)...11.5"x5.5"...39p...$200.
PRR 1963 HARRISBURG Dist .................................................... (Bpc)...53p...$25.
PRR 1965 SUSQUEHANNA Dist ................................................ (Bpc)...66p...$28.
  

READING 1945-69 SYSTEM Lines.   This extra-large 11" x 17" bound photocopy
was reproduced from one of the largest interlocking books ever made, slightly
reduced in size from it's original, massive 20" x 13" book format.  This is a near-
complete edition, with a number of duplicate sheets from differing years, indicating
numerous revised track changes.  Great diagrams and information throughout
............................................................................... (½ Wli,Xlbpc,Nec)...130p...$60.

    

  

  

  
1926 MARSHALL COUNTY, IN:  vicinity ................................ (V-133.1 / 39)...$16.
1926 MARSHALL COUNTY, IN:  Yellow Bank River area ....... (V-133.1 / 44)...$16.

    
1980's V101.1-SERIES SET:  A set of seven maps from Ohio, along the T&C 
Branch, showing Cincinnati, Woodlawn, Crestview, Glendale, Brighton, Fairmount,
and vicinity.  Two are station maps, the rest ROW maps, numbered as follows:
#S1d, S.L.2, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9 .......................................... Roughly 5 ft x 2 ft each.....$50.

1980's V105.1-SERIES SET:  A set of three maps from Ohio, along the mainline, 
showing Lima, Bath, North Lima, and vicinity.  All are station maps, numbered as
follows: #S36a, S36b, S37 ....................................... Roughly 5 ft x 2 ft each.....$22.

1980's V146.1-SERIES SET:  A set of thirteen maps from Ohio, along the main-line,
showing Hills, E. Madisonville, Madeira - Allandale, Clermont Twp., Harlan Twp.,
Remington - Miami Grove, Symmes - Twightwee, Cozaddale, Pleasant Plain, and
vicinity.  Two are station maps, the rest ROW maps, numbered as follows:  #1, S-1,
2, 3, S-3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 .............................. Roughly 5 ft x 2 ft each.....$75.

 
ARKOE, MO ....................... 1905-63.        MINTLE, NE...............................1921-61.
COSBY, MO ....................... 1914-63.        DAMERON, MO.......................1906-64. 
SAWYER, IA..........................1924-55.


